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Learning Objectives: 

 Describe and be able to identify ambiguous, unambiguous, 
and canonical representations of chemical structure, as well 
as explicit and implicit information contained in these representations.  

 Describe each of the four major approaches to machine representation of chemical 
structure (connection tables, graphic visualizations, line notation, and descriptive 
representations), as well as the advantages and drawbacks of each of these forms. 

 Describe how database record IDs relate to representations of chemical structure. 
 Describe lookup and translation approaches to exchanging chemical identifiers, 

including what countertranslation is and why it can be useful. 

 
CHEMICAL REPRESENTATION FOR CHEMINFORMATICS 

Most often, data and information about chemical compounds is either directly about molecular 
structure (for example, a 2D structural formula, or 3D atomic coordinates for a particular 
conformation of a compound), or is tied to a molecular structure (for example, physical 
properties of a compound, which you identify by its structural formula). The notion of indexing, 
sorting, searching and retrieving information using molecular structures originated within the 
domain of modern chemistry. 

Almost all chemists engage in communication tasks to register, search, view, and publish 
molecular structures. Most forms of chemical representation were developed with these uses 
in mind. Cheminformatics involves storing, finding, and analyzing these structures using the 
data-processing power of computers to match chemical compounds with literature 
publications, measured properties, synthetic procedures, spectra, and computational studies. 
To do this work, computers need to use chemical representation to identify, exchange and 
validate information about chemical compounds.  

In order for (human) chemists to rely on insights from cheminformatics, it is important to 
understand the way in which computers store and analyze chemical structure, the methods 
that computer programs employ, and the results that they produce. Therefore, 



cheminformatics depends upon the use of representations of molecular structures and related 
data that are understandable both to human scientists and to machine algorithms. 

 
FORMULATING CHEMICAL STRUCTURE DATA 

Interacting with a machine is a form of communication. How does communication between 
chemists differ from communication between a chemist and a machine? In cheminformatics, 
you are working within a system governed by strict rules that are explicitly defined. If you know 
the rules, then you can make the system work for you. If you don't know the rules for a given 
form of representation, sometimes features designed to satisfy the requirements of one 
context will appear as bugs in another context.  

If one chemist was to recommend to another that a reaction should be performed using 
"chloroform" as a solvent for a reaction, this would generally be a successful exercise in 
communication. For all practical purposes, this word is understood by every chemist, and has 
no ambiguity. However, because "chloroform" is a so-called trivial name, there is no formula for 
converting it into the actual chemical structure that it represents, and a machine will not be 
able to participate in this exchange of information unless it has been explicitly instructed as to 
the chemical structure that this word represents, expressed in a format that the machine can 
work with. 

A more descriptive way to communicate the composition that is chloroform is by chemical 
formula, in this case CHCl3. A computer program could interpret basic molecular structure rules 
to determine that the substance being described has 5 atoms: 1 carbon, 1 hydrogen and 3 
chlorine. Assembling this into a molecule with bonds can be based on valence rules, identifying 
4 of the atoms as normally monovalent and one as normally tetravalent. It is quite simple to 
create a software algorithm that can join the atoms together in the most obvious way, which 
also happens to be correct. 

Beyond such tiny simple molecules, difficulties soon arise. Some of these ambiguities affect 
human chemists in the same way that they affect machines. Consider the molecular formula of 
C3H6O, which is associated with multiple reasonable structures, including a ketone, an 
aldehyde, a cyclic alcohol, oxygenated alkenes and cyclic ethers, one of which exists as two 
enantiomers: 



 

  

Ambiguous representations can refer to more than one chemical entity. This is true of most 
chemical names when used unsystematically, such as “octane,” when employed as a common 
term for all saturated hydrocarbons with eight carbon atoms, rather than systematically to 
indicate the straight-chain isomer only. Empirical and molecular formulas are also typically 
ambiguous. 

In an unambiguous system of representation, each name or formula refers to exactly one 
chemical entity, typically in a way that allows you to draw a structural formula for it. However, 
each chemical entity might be represented by more than one name or formula. A canonical 
form is a completely unique representation within a system. For example, “diethyl ketone” and 
“3-pentanone” are both unambiguous names: each represents one and only one compound. 
However, since they represent the same compound, they are not unique names. Within the 
system of Preferred IUPAC Names (see below), “3-pentanone” is a canonical name – an 
unambiguous and unique representation of this compound. 

Note that, since canonical names are necessarily canonical within a system, they might not 
function properly if you are interested in structural information that is not addressed within the 
system, or if you do not have structural information that is required by the system. For 
example, within a system that does not address stereochemistry, the different enantiomers of a 
chiral compound will have the same “canonical” representation. Within a system that requires 
the specification of stereochemistry, on the other hand, you will have to choose between 
stereospecific canonical representations. If you happen to be working with a racemic mixture or 



a compound of unknown stereo configuration, this may lead to misrepresentation and 
misunderstanding. 

A chemical structure representation contains two kinds of information: explicit and implicit. 
[H1] Explicit information is what’s directly represented in a data structure and should at 
minimum contain what otherwise would not be known, such as the specific atom in a carbon 
skeleton to which a substituent is attached. Implicit information is what you (or a computer) 
can figure out from a data structure, given some knowledge of general principles and a little bit 
of work.  

In general, data structures that contain less explicit information are more simple and compact, 
but they require more computation to draw chemical conclusions from them. Data structures 
that contain more explicit information take up more space and are at greater risk of containing 
inconsistencies, but they can be more quickly analyzed in a wider variety of ways.  

To automate functions on chemical data, the data structure needs to be systematically defined 
and consistently applied. These definitions are part of what constitutes explicit information that 
an algorithm can readily identify and parse. Balancing the level of explicit information can also 
impact the ambiguity of a system, and the ability to accurately exchange chemical structures 
between systems. These are especially important considerations for operations that range 
across a significant portion of the corpus of reported chemical compounds (well over 100 
million), beyond the scale at which human validation of results is possible.  

 
REPRESENTATING CHEMICAL STRUCTURE DATA 

Generally, the most effective way to communicate with another chemist about the structure of 
a compound is to draw its structural formula. A structural formula is any formula that indicates 
the connectivity of a compound – that is, which of its atoms are linked to each other by 
covalent bonds.  

It just so happens that structural formulas can be fairly directly mapped to a computer-friendly 
data structure: a molecular graph stored as a connection table. Connection tables do for 
computers what systematic nomenclature does for human chemists: they the organize 
structural information defined in a molecular graph in a form that is easier to read and to order 
in a list. The difference is that computers can read, sort, search, and group connection tables far 
faster than humans can work with systematic names or any other kind of formula or notation. 
Connection tables are covered in more depth in the second part of this module.  

Chemical structure is represented on computers in several forms, usually generated from 
chemical connectivity data stored in connection tables. These representations are designed to 
facilitate many human and computer functions and are machine-actionable as long as they can 
be tied into a database of connection tables or an algorithm for translating a given 
representation into a connection table.  Besides connection tables, the most common forms of 

http://olcc.ccce.divched.org/2015OLCCModule4P2#_msocom_1


machine-readable representations are graphic visualizations, line notations, and other 
descriptive forms such as nomenclature.  

Graphic Visualizations 

Chemists most frequently think about chemical structure in 2D, and molecules actually exist in 
3D physical space. Most chemical data systems offer 2D and 3D visualizations that human 
chemists can use to communicate preferences for searching and analysis. The 2D coordinates 
stored in a connection table can be used to infer and display chemical information, including 
the basic structural formula and additional information such as the E/Z geometry of alkene-like 
double bonds and the cis/trans isomerism of ligands in a square planar metal complex or 
substituents on a cyclic alkane. 2D representations are designed to mimic the experience of 
drawing structural formulas on paper. Human users can further fix these electronic drawings as 
images to use in publications and presentations, but these image files are no longer connected 
directly to chemical data and are thus not machine readable.  

3D (x,y,z) coordinates can also be stored for each atom and used to display the conformation of 
a molecule. These coordinates may be determined experimentally (typically via x-ray 
crystallography), or calculated (using force-fields, quantum chemistry, molecular dynamics or 
composite models such as docking). Understanding a molecule's actual shape, whether it be in 
solution, in a vacuum, or in the binding site of a protein, opens up a whole new domain of 
computational chemistry. Most molecules have some flexibility, and even if a given 
conformation is the most stable, there are often a number of competing shapes to consider. 
Knowing how a particular set of coordinates was determined is crucial to making intelligent use 
of it for cheminformatics purposes. 

Machine generation and interpretation of graphical representations involve persistent 
challenges that can affect the accuracy of chemical information communicated between 
humans and machines. Because structural formulas were originally invented to represent 
organic compounds, both people and computer programs will tend to assume, as a default, that 
structural formulas represent networks of atoms linked by discrete covalent bonds. This 
chemical logic makes it possible for machines to handle these graphical representations, and 
many chemistry databases are organized around this principle of explicit connectivity. However, 
delocalized systems, non-covalent molecules such as coordination compounds, and other 
classes of chemical substances do not fit easily into these conventions for generating and 
interpreting graphical representations. There are different practices among chemists for 
depicting such structural features, and there are no broadly accepted conventions for 
representing them in connection tables. 
 
For example, the IUPAC standards for graphical representation in publications specify the use of 
curved circle bonds instead of alternating single and double bonds for the pi-system within 
aromatic rings. They also indicate that coordination bonds between a metal and an aromatic 
system should be represented as a single bond from the metal into the middle of the ring, and 
that formal charges should not be shown. However, these conventions are beyond the scope of 



basic rules of valence and are difficult to program consistently. As a result, coordination 
compounds represented in this way may be captured as separate fragments in connection 
tables. Computer software may interpret the end of the bond in the middle of an aromatic ring 
as an implied additional methyl group. Circles within rings may not be decipherable in a 
computer program, and the associated electron system may be ignored entirely. A more 
common representation of coordination compounds used in chemistry databases addresses 
these problems by including explicit bonds between the metal and each atom in the ring. This 
follows basic rules of valence and enables a more consistent approach to structure search. 
However, this notation can be misleading for human readers as the nature of the association 
between the metal and the ring is not covalent bonding. 

Line Notations 

Line notations represent chemical structures as a linear string of symbolic characters that can 
be interpreted by systematic rule sets. They are widely used in Cheminformatics because a) 
many computational processes operate more effectively on data structured as linear strings 
than data structured as tables, and b) line notations can be reasonably legible to human 
chemists designing functions with these tools. Linear representations are particularly well-
suited to many identification and characterization functions, such as determining: 

 whether molecules are the same;  
 how similar they are, according to some metric;  
 whether one molecular entity is a substructure of another;  
 whether two molecules are related by a specific transformation;  
 what happens when molecules are cut into pieces and grafted together at different 

positions. 

In these and other applications of cheminformatics, linear representations have key advantages 
for speed and automation, especially when you’d like to handle huge numbers of structures 
(e.g. searching a large database). 

Examples of line notations include the Wiswesser Line-Formula Notation (WLN), Sybyl Line 
Notation (SLN) and Representation of structure diagram arranged linearly (ROSDAL).  Currently, 
the most widely used linear notations are the Simplified Molecular-Input Line-Entry System 
(SMILES) and the IUPAC Chemical Identifier (InChI), which are described in the third part of this 
module. 
 
Descriptive Representation 
 
Systematic names describe the structural formula of compounds. If you know the rules and 
vocabulary, you should be able to write a name based on a structural formula and vice-versa. 
Chemists have developed various ways of translating formulas into names, so it is nearly always 
possible to write more than one systematic name for a given compound. 
 



IUPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) nomenclature is a well-known 
international system of chemical names that is generally systematic but flexible, allowing the 
use of certain well-established trivial names. Since systematic IUPAC names are made according 
to formalized rules, they could, in principle, be used by both humans and computers. However, 
IUPAC names are often quite difficult for chemists to read, let alone to write, and the rules are 
non-canonical, resulting in numerous different options for naming each compound. IUPAC has 
introduced even more rules for determining canonical Preferred IUPAC Names (PINs) that are 
oriented toward making systematic names more easily readable by machines. 

 

Semantic technologies further enable systematic classification and organization of scientific 
terms, including descriptions of chemical structures, such as provided by ChEBI (Chemical 
Entities of Biological Interest). ChEBI describes small molecular entities based on nomenclature, 
symbolism and terminology endorsed by IUPAC and the Nomenclature Committee of the 
International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (NC-IUBMB). This dataset is highly 
curated by both human experts and machine processes, is openly searchable and 
programmatically accessible, and includes full references to original authoritative sources.  

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi/init.do


IDENTIFYING CHEMICAL STRUCTURE DATA 

In Cheminformatics, working programmatically and at scale, you need to be able to 
automatically retrieve, organize and differentiate large numbers of chemical substances by 
structural data. Specific databases that collect and organize information by chemical substances 
will usually have a record ID system that identifies the profile of the compound or substance as 
assembled in that database. However, most record ID systems use alpha-numeric strings that 
are not defined by chemical structure rules, in contrast to linear structure notations such as 
SMILES and InChI. Record IDs should not be used as proxies for molecular structure for 
cheminformatics purposes, unless there is an automated way to look up and retrieve the 
original structure data files.   

The most familiar system of chemical record IDs is the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry 
Number (CAS RN). The CAS Registry can be searched using CAS products such as SciFinder 

and STN.  In this database, unique identifiers are assigned to each chemical substance reported 
in the literature, providing an unambiguous way to identify a chemical substance or system 
within the Registry when there are many possible systematic, generic, proprietary or trivial 
names. CAS RNs are numeric identifiers that can contain up to ten digits, divided by hyphens 
into three parts: the first consisting of two to seven digits, the second consisting of two digits, 
and the third consisting of a single digit.  These numbers themselves have no inherent chemical 
meaning about structure, but are assigned in sequential order to new substances in a variety of 
forms as they are reported in the literature.  

Record IDs can sometimes be considered de facto identifiers for chemicals by the users of these 
databases. However, these ID systems are specific to their originating data structure and are 
not necessarily suitable to use in practice to systematically identify compounds outside of these 
databases. CAS Registry records reflect what has been reported about substances and not 
necessarily a systematic gestalt of chemical structures. A CAS RN may refer to a substance 
profile with several structures for a multi-component system, or no structure at all, or an 
unspecified configuration. While CAS RNs have been widely used, the CAS database is a 
proprietary and controlled registry. Most CAS RNs that appear online are not verified relative to 
characterizing information about a substance. It may not be possible to disambiguate whether 
a CAS RN refers to a single chemical compound or to a component in a mixture, for example.  

The PubChem CID and the ChemSpider ID are two other alphanumeric record ID systems that 
do not inherently contain chemical structure information in the ID notation itself. However, 
these IDs refer to chemical structural data that is systematically generated and organized within 
these databases, which can be openly and programmatically searched. Thus PubChem and 
ChemSpider record IDs are often used by computer programs as links to identify chemical 
structure data within these large systems. PubChem cheminformatics functionality will be 
discussed as an example more extensively later in this course.  

Even if a record ID is canonical, that does not mean that it identifies a compound or substance 
with absolute precision. For example, there is a separate CAS RN for each enantiomer of lactic 

https://www.cas.org/products/scifinder
https://www.cas.org/products/stn


acid, as well as a third RN that might identify either the racemic mixture or the compound with 
unspecified stereochemistry. How do you know which isomer you have if just a number is given 
in a report? There is no way to tell algorithmically, and you may need to search with all three 
RNs and potentially retrieve many false hits if you are interested in only one particular isomer. 
Similarly, the canonical form of SMILES does not take R/S stereoisomerism into account, so 
each enantiomer of a compound will have the same canonical SMILES formula.  

 

The International Chemical Identifier (InChI) also provides a rule set that generates canonical 
structure representations, but can be similarly hampered by ambiguity of higher level structure 
considerations. PubChem and ChemSpider incorporate the InChI algorithm as part of their data 
validation schemata, and many other databases accept InChI and SMILES strings as queries to 
search for chemical structures.  
 
InChI can be hashed into a shorter form of 27 characters, called an InChIKey. This allows for 
even easier searching of general systems such as Google, which can locate chemical structures 
in many open databases. Once hashed, InChIKeys are not reversible and cannot algorithmically 
generate a chemical structure, except by looking up an InChIKey in a database record that also 
contains the structure. Thus the InChIKey can serve to confidentially notate proprietary 
structural information that has not yet been disclosed.  
 

 

  

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
http://www.chemspider.com/


SMILES O=C(O)C1=CC=CC=C1 

InChI 
InChI=1S/C7H6O2/c8-7(9)6-4-2-1-3-5-6/h1-
5H,(H,8,9) 

InChIKey WPYMKLBDIGXBTP-UHFFFAOYSA- N 

CAS RN 65-85-0 

 
 
EXCHANGING CHEMICAL REPRESENTATIONS 

Effective aggregation and re-use of chemical data often involves swapping the identifier that 
you’ve located for another representation for the same compound that’s more convenient for 
your purpose. For example, if you are interested in comparing the structures of a list of 
compounds for which you have registry numbers, you need to swap those registry numbers for 
structural formulas, connection tables, or another sort of representation that gives you the 
structural information you’re looking for. 

This sort of re-use of notation happens a lot in cheminformatics – after all, some kinds of 
cheminformatics analysis weren’t even conceivable when most common forms of chemical 
names and formulas first caught on. But the repurposing of notation isn’t unique to 
cheminformatics. In fact, as long as chemical names and formulas as we know them have been 
around, chemists have been re-using names, deciding that they fit other purposes better than 
the ones for which they were intended, or trying to change them in ways that undermine their 
original purpose. 

There are two basic approaches to exchanging chemical identifiers: lookup and translation. In 
the case of lookup, you locate the identifier that you have in an existing database that lists 
various different identifiers for each compound, and you select the other identifier that you 
want. This is like using a thesaurus. There are several tools available for cross-referencing 
identifiers from different databases, including the CACTUS, UniChem, and PubChem Identifier 
Exchange services. All of these lookup services accept most linear identifiers as queries.  

In the case of translation, you use a set of rules (or a computer uses an algorithm) to take apart 
one type of representation of a compound and convert it into another type of representation 
for the same compound. There are several open toolkits available for translation, including 
RDKit, OpenBabel, Chemistry Development Kit, among others (see Blue Obelisk). 

Like words for the same object in different languages, even when two representations are 
meant to refer to exactly the same compound, they differ in their connotations. They describe 
different aspects of structure more or less explicitly, they emphasize different kinds of family 
relationships or functional patterns, and they draw upon different ways of interpreting 
chemical objects and phenomena. Identifiers are not equally specific: for example, you can 
translate a structural formula into a single molecular formula, but you cannot translate that 
molecular formula back into a structural formula. 

https://cactus.nci.nih.gov/chemical/structure
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/unichem/
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/idexchange
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/idexchange
http://www.rdkit.org/
http://openbabel.org/wiki/Main_Page
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemistry_Development_Kit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_Obelisk


Translation can thus be quite lossy and lookup may identify a close but not precise enough 
match for your need. It can be difficult to catch these problems during the exchange and 
different tools may present different problems. Naoki Sakai, a scholar of translation in literature 
and politics, has written, “Every translation calls for a countertranslation.” The same is true in 
chemistry. Can you use a newly generated representation and get back to the original one? 
When exchanging representation formats, countertranslation can identify what might have 
gotten lost or inadvertently added in translation.  

Large chemical databases use validation and counter-translation as part of standardizing the 
data included in their chemical records. For example, they may collect data that includes both 
systematic names and molecular structures and run each of these name-to-structure and 
structure-to-name conversions to match any previous instances of these compounds in their 
databases or identify any potential errors.   
 

As you process chemical structure data, consider how usable your output is for a diversity of 
unknown future cheminformatics applications. Follow common practices such as those used in 
the large public chemical databases, and carefully document your notation mapping and rules.  
Whenever you exchange chemical structure data, keep a provenance trail to the original data 
source and note the tools and resources you have used with the data so that others following 
on your work can use your data efficiently (including yourself!). 

Different forms of chemical notation are more appropriate for different settings. Systematic 
names aren’t usually much good in casual conversation; you can’t do a google search for a 
sketch of a structural formula; a computer can’t analyze a reaction mechanism using trivial 
names. It is critical to remember both the human audience and the machine requirements for 
interpreting and using chemical structure information.   
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EXERCISES   

1. Using PubChem’s tool for compound search (go here and click the hexagon to search by 

structural formula), or other programs of your choice (SciFinder, ChemSpider, Wikipedia (if you 

dare)), fill in the following table. (For more information, see Exchanging Chemical 

Representations, above. For more on SMILES and InChI, see the third part of this module.) 

 

http://old.iupac.org/publications/books/rbook/Red_Book_2005.pdf
http://old.iupac.org/publications/books/rbook/Red_Book_2005.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IUPAC_nomenclature_of_inorganic_chemistry_2005
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IUPAC_nomenclature_of_inorganic_chemistry_2005
http://i571.wikispaces.com/
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/search/#collection=compounds&query_type=structure&query_subtype=identity


 

 

molecular 
formula 

Structural formula Systematic 
name 

SMILES InChI CAS RN 

  
 
 
 
 

 CC(=C)C=C   

 

 

    

  
 
 
 

Ammoniu
m acetate 

   

C6H6O  
 
 
 

    

  
 
 
 

   105-53-3 

 

2. Many chemistry databases index by structural formulas based on explicit connectivity for 
organic small molecules. Many molecules do not fit easily into these conventions for 
representing bonds, such as coordination compounds and delocalized systems. (Conventions 



for human-readable and computer-readable graphical representation of such compounds are 
discussed above.) Of the representations below for a coordination substructure, which is most 
likely to be acceptable for publication? Which for searching an index?  How might each of these 
representation be interpreted in a database? 

I    II    III 

 

 

 

 

3. Resolve each of the following the systematic names listed for Vitamin C into structural 
formulae using each of the systems below.  Is the expected stereochemistry represented? (For 
more information, see Formulating Chemical Structure Data, above.) 

openmolecules: http://www.openmolecules.org/name2structure 

OPSIN: http://opsin.ch.cam.ac.uk/ 

CACTUS: http://cactus.nci.nih.gov/chemical/structure 

ChemSpider: http://www.chemspider.com/ 

PubChem: https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ 

a. (R)-3,4-dihydroxy-5-((S)-1,2-dihydroxyethyl)furan-2(5H)-one 
b. (R)-5-((S)-1,2-dihydroxyethyl)-3,4-dihydroxyfuran-2(5H)-one 
c. (2R)-2-[(1S)-1,2-dihydroxyethyl]-3,4-dihydroxy-2H-furan-5-one 
d. (5R)-[(1S)-1,2-dihydroxyethyl]-3,4-dihydroxy-3-oxolen-2-one 

 

http://www.openmolecules.org/name2structure
http://opsin.ch.cam.ac.uk/
http://cactus.nci.nih.gov/chemical/structure
http://www.chemspider.com/
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

